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"Once in a while I read a book I wish I'd written. This is one such book. 'Important' hardly covers it. To 

understand the madness that has embittered paranoid American religion into a thoroughly delusional 

and dangerous movement, read this book!" 

--Frank Schaeffer, author of Why I Am an Atheist Who Believes in God. 

 

Local Author Refutes Christian Persecution 

“I will go so far as to say the persecution of American Christians is a myth, a fiction that 

serves to bind many American Evangelical communities together. It is a legitimizing force 

for our religious activities, a motivator for evangelism, and an excuse to behave badly to-

ward those with whom we disagree.” This is an excerpt from Persecution Complex: Why  

American Christians Need to Stop Playing the Victim, a new book by local author Jason 

Wiedel. In this book Wiedel confronts the assertion by many American Evangelical Chris-

tians that they are a persecuted minority whose faith is being attacked. 

“I believe that what many American Christians identify as persecution or discrimination is 

actually the loss of privilege and power,” says Wiedel. 

Jason Wiedel is not simply an outsider who is disparaging the Christian faith. Wiedel 

worked in church ministry for nearly 20 years. “I worked in youth ministry , music ministry, 

and church leadership. I preached on Sunday mornings. I taught other leaders at ministry 

conferences. I was immersed in the world of conservative, Evangelical Christianity. It was 

my mission to encourage and equip other Christians to engage in the culture war.” 

Over the past few years, though, Wiedel has changed his perspective. He now believes that 

the culture war is an artificial construct and that the idea of persecution is being used by 

those in power to rally support for their religious and political activities. Persecution Com-

plex reveals the ways that the narrative of persecution can be attractive to religious com-

munities and beneficial to those who hold power. 

Wiedel says that he began to explore this idea of persecution upon observing that many 

people, not just Christians, are attracted to the idea of victimhood. He wondered what it is 

that causes so many people to illegitimately claim victimization, discrimination, and perse-

cution. Why are we attracted to persecution? Wiedel identifies four reasons in  Persecution 

Complex: persecution creates community, persecution rallies people to action, persecution 

legitimizes our cause,  and persecution gives us someone to blame. “Whether we are Dem-

ocrats, gay rights advocates, or conservative Christians, our cause will always benefit from 

being identified as the marginalization and abuse victim. The tradition of martyrdom, and 

the words of Jesus that predict persecution, give Evangelicals an added reason to embrace 

the idea that they are a persecuted group.” 

Even though Wiedel is fairly critical of Christian leaders and politicians who promote the 

persecution narrative, his book is intended to correct the problem. “When we focus our 

attention on fighting the culture war and standing up for religious liberty, we neglect tragic 

injustices in the world. We come to believe that anti-Christian persecution is the most 

pressing crisis, and it consumes our time and energy. I want to see American Christians 

escape the persecution complex and become more effective at sharing love and hope with 

the world.” 

Persecution Complex is due out at the end of November. Excerpts of the book can be read 

at JasonWiedel.com. You will also find information about Jason Wiedel’s local appearances 

at the site. 


